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Representation and Commemoration: War Remnants Museum Vietnam Unit Title



Duration Investigating Modern History – The Nature of Modern History 5. The Representation and Commemoration of the Past



Content Focus



Students investigate ways in which the past is represented and commemorated.



Unit Description



In this unit students investigate ways in which the past is represented and commemorated - focusing on the War Remnants Museum of Vietnam (formally known as the Museum of Chinese and American War Crimes). Two case studies further support student depth of knowledge and understanding. Case study 1: Act of war or a war crime? Case study 2: – Compare and Contrast two Vietnamese POW camps and the way they represent the past.



5 weeks



Outcomes A student: MH11-7 discusses and evaluates differing interpretations and representations of the past MH11-6 analyses and interprets different types of sources for evidence to support an historical account or argument MH11-9 communicates historical understanding, using historical knowledge, concepts and terms, in appropriate and well-structured forms MH11-3 analyses the role of historical features, individuals, groups and ideas in shaping the past MH11-4 accounts for the different perspectives of individuals and groups Historical Concepts and Skills Assessment Year 11 - Historical Concepts and Skills Analysis and use of sources Assessment as Learning Communicate historical understanding, using historical knowledge, concepts Representation and commemoration of the past through various mediums. and terms, in forms appropriate to purpose and audience (ACHMH014) Identify and analyse problems relating to sources in the investigation of the past (ACHMH011) Use evidence from a range of sources to inform investigation and research (ACHMH005) Historical investigation and research Analyse and evaluate contested interpretations and representations of the past (ACHMH011, ACHMH012) Historical interpretation Analyse sources to identify and account for the different perspectives of individuals and groups in the past (ACHMH010)



Big Ideas and Guiding Questions:



History is messy contested and shifting -



In what ways is History skewed to reflect a particular view of the past? How is historical understanding generated and validated? Whose story do we hear the loudest? Why is History not just the property of historians? Should we seek alternate views of the past?
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Content



Teaching, learning and assessment



Students investigate: the public nature of history and the uses of history







Resources



Representation and Commemoration in local area Race around the school – In small groups find and take photos of the our commemorative sites- identify all of the ways the school and people at the school commemorate. What does this say about us? - awards boards – dux /sporting (hall) - memorials for deceased students (hall) staff (chapel) - statue of Saint John Paul. - photos of previous yr.12 classes (theatre) principals (front office) - staff shrines (n-block) - drama trophies (drama rooms) - house names (founders) - chapel plaques - indigenous focus (D block)







Coffs Harbour excursion –students visit WW2 bunker/ honour boards in surf club/memorials/sites/historical society/RSL club (ensure that a Vietnam War memorial is visited during the excursion).Using the following questions students consider the public nature and uses of history: - What do the memorials / statues and street names say about Coffs Harbour’s history? - How is History represented in the real world? - How does context influence the use of history? - Is public history really only for public consumption?







Students consider the key players in public history and the way history is represented. - Museums (examine the way the Australian War Memorial represents the Vietnam war) - Memorials - Texts



How have the following changed the way we engage with history and the way it is represented? - Digital technologies - Websites - Twitter - Blogs



The Australian War Memorial's Collection of Vietnam photos : https://www.awm.gov.au/advance d-search?query=Vietnam



PUBLIC HISTORY: ITS ORIGINS, NATURE, AND PROSPECTS Robert Kelley http://www.history.ucsb.edu/faculty/ma rcuse/classes/201/articles/78KelleyPubl icHistoryOriginsTPH0001.pdf
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Content



Teaching, learning and assessment



Resources



the various ways the past is commemorated, including the role of key influences eg nationalism and nationbuilding t



Representation and Commemoration in Australia Students engage in a teacher-led discussion to investigate the way Australia has commemorated the European arrival in Australia. Specific focus - Hyde Park Captain Cook Statue.



https://www.tes.com/lessons/IbKRpRX gvi81Wg/representation-andcommemoration-what-do-wecommemorate-in-australia







Students are asked to consider the significance of the representation of History







Students may share their responses with the class, through a group discussion.







For the Q & A discussion “Q&A - Australia Day and Families Divided 28/08/2017” students complete: WSQ Watch Summarise the different points of view Question (Create 3 questions using the question shell approach that inquire further into the ways the past is commemorated).







Jigsaw activity - Using the TES Blend Space articles each group read discuss and respond to the following:



Embedding Formative Assessment (2015) Dylan Wiliam & Siobhan Leahy: Question Shells p.86



1. Explain the perspective of each article regarding the way Australia’s past has been represented 2. What key influences do the authors believe have shaped our representation of the past? 3. How is this similar or different to the ABC podcast Remembering wars, lest we forget 20th August 2017 (TES Blend Space)?  



Historical perspectives Teacher led comparison of Historiography focusing on Historian’s views Robert Manne, Henry Reynolds, regarding the way Australian has depicted her Colonisation History. Lyndall Ryan, Geoffrey Blainey Keith Windschuttle Andrew Bolte, Exit Ticket: How is our context important in determining what is Stan Grant. represented and the way we as Australian’s commemorate?
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Content



Teaching, learning and assessment



Resources







Representation and Commemoration in Vietnam Students consider the representations of the Vietnamese experience of ‘The American War’ by examining primary sources from the War Remnants Museum.



https://www.tes.com/lessons/Z3zPUmG xI_OGfQ/representation-andcommemoration-primary-sources-thiswill-be-updated-with-primary-sourcesapril-2018







Identify and analyse problems relating to sources in the investigation of the past (ACHMH011) Use evidence from a range of sources to inform investigation and research (ACHMH005)







Students are provided with a range of photos (primary sources) from the War Remnants museum. These images are shared via TES Blend Space and are broken into sections based on the interior or exterior of the museum as well as the floors where they exhibited.







Questions for discussion/consideration when examining the sources:



-



How has the curator of the museum influenced visitor perception? What types of artefacts are in the exhibition? What written information accompanies the artefacts? What are the overall stories or historical narratives conveyed in the exhibition? What perspective is included or focused on? What perspective is omitted? How would American’s and their allies in the conflict view this museum? How would people who had fought in the war on the Viet Minh side view the museum? How can the study of this museum help us understand the biased construct of people and events? What does the design of the museum indicate about the values that are presented?



-



NB: The opportunity to visit the War Remnants Museum and create this unit was thanks to the HTANSW Premier's History Scholarship.
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Content



Teaching, learning and assessment



Resources



the various ways the past is commemorated, including the role of key influences eg nationalism and nationbuilding t



Representation and Commemoration in Vietnam



https://www.tripadvisor.com.au/Att ractions-g293921-Activities-c47t3,163,17-Vietnam.html







Students research 10 Historical sites that a traveller to Vietnam could visit. (e.g. museums, memorials, mausoleums) Trip Adviser search -What is their current ranking in terms of popularity on Trip Advisor? 



Students create a table that summarises the following: - A brief summary of the philosophy of the site (‘About Us’ on the website) - When the site was created/opened to public - The time period depicted – determine the main era - What aspect of society is depicted: examples may include politics, economics, religion, nationhood, ideology.



Write an analysis of the overarching aim of the Vietnamese Government in creating and maintaining these Historical sites.
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Content



Teaching, learning and assessment



Analyse sources to identify and account for Case study 1: Act of war or war crime? The focus of this analysis is the raid the different perspectives of individuals and on the village Thanh Phong in 1969. The War Remnants Museum has an groups in the past (ACHMH010) artefact on display that draws attention to the role of particular individuals in history during this raid, and raises the question - act of war or a war crime?



Analyse and evaluate contested interpretations and representations of the past (ACHMH011, ACHMH012)







Students analyse the Vietnamese experience of a raid on a village during the American War and the way it is depicted in comparison to American representation.







Students compare and contrast two perspectives of the one event using sources. Teacher to model evaluation of the usefulness and reliability of sources via the C.A.R.M.O.P mnemonic and one of the sources on the TES Blend Space.



-



Content Audience Reliability Motive Origin Perspective







Students choose one source from the War Remnants Museum and research the event/issue/person depicted. What other evidence supports or refutes the accuracy or validity of the chosen topi? Students will be able to clarify if the source/artefact represents an act of war or war crime?







Using their research, students develop a review of the different historical evidence to present to their group of peers. Peer review.



Resources https://www.tes.com/lessons/H2bnr_zh Z-HMCg/case-study-1-act-of-war-orwar-crime-a-raid-on-the-village-thanhphong-in-1969
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Content



Teaching, learning and assessment



Resources



the contribution of historic sites and oral testimony to an understanding of events, developments and life in the past



Case study 2 – Compare and Contrast two Vietnamese POW camps and the way they represent the past.



https://www.tes.com/lessons/QadTBS5 GYsL7vg/representaton-andcommemoration-cay-dua-prison



1. SOUTH VIETNAMESE PRISONER OF WAR CAMP CAY DUA PRISON PHU QUOC ISLAND Representation of the Republic of Vietnam POW camp used for detention of captured Viet Cong and North Vietnamese soldiers



the need for critical analysis of representations of the past and historical methods that can be used for this purpose



https://www.tes.com/lessons/iFObi7Rtx PNziQ/representation-andcommemoration-hoa-lo-prison



2. VIET MINH HOA LO PRISON HANOI Representation of American POW experience in Hoa Lo prison Using the TES Blend Space resources to explore video testimony and photographs. Students examine: -



Strategies and tactics of war and their impact How do we as historians evaluate the implications of the prisoner’s experiences? How do we judge the accuracy/validity of what is represented? The historical values, beliefs and practices of the Vietnamese conveyed through this representation of their public history.



Representation through film/literature. How do extracts from the following texts portray the experiences in POW camps? Does this align with or contradict the POW camp information? * Rescue Dawn 2006 Werner Herzog * The Odd Angry shot * Vietnam mini series Communicate historical understanding, using historical knowledge, concepts and terms, in forms appropriate to purpose and audience (ACHMH014)



Summative Assessment:  Students complete an individual extended response to the following question: “Exhibits at the War Remnants museum are unique in that they do not celebrate or glorify war but reveal its immense trauma and enduring legacies of suffering” Christina Schwenkel (2009) To what extent do you agree with this statement?
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Resource list The War Remnants museum http://warremnantsmuseum.com/ Public History: Its Origins, Nature, and Prospects Robert Kelley The Public Historian, Vol. 1 No. 1, Autumn, 1978; (pp. 16-28) DOI: 10.2307/3377666 The American War in Contemporary Vietnam (2009) Transnational Remembrance and Representation Christina Schwenkel Embedding Formative Assessment (2015) Dylan Wiliam & Siobhan Leahy TRIP ADVISOR https://www.tripadvisor.com.au/Attractions-g293921-Activities-c47-t3,163,17-Vietnam.html Date accessed 7th September NATIONAL COUNCIL ON PUBLIC HISTORY http://ncph.org/what-is-public-history/about-the-field/ Date accessed 5th September, 2017 BUSINESS INSIDER AUSTRALIA https://www.businessinsider.com.au/vietnam-war-remnants-museum-portrays-us-as-enemy-2014-8?r=US&IR=T Date accessed 7th September 2017 VIETNAMNET http://english.vietnamnet.vn/fms/travel/128521/the-worst-prison-in-the-wartime.html Date accessed 7th September Twitter: Dianne McGowan @DiMcGowan TES Blend space Dianne McGowan https://www.tes.com/lessons/IbKRpRXgvi81Wg/representation-and-commemoration-what-do-we-commemorate-in-australia https://www.tes.com/lessons/Z3zPUmGxI_OGfQ/representation-and-commemoration-primary-sources-this-will-be-updated-with-primary-sources-april-2018 https://www.tes.com/lessons/H2bnr_zhZ-HMCg/case-study-1-act-of-war-or-war-crime-a-raid-on-the-village-thanh-phong-in-1969 https://www.tes.com/lessons/QadTBS5GYsL7vg/representaton-and-commemoration-cay-dua-prison https://www.tes.com/lessons/iFObi7RtxPNziQ/representation-and-commemoration-hoa-lo-prison
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Reflection



Evaluation
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